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CORDUROY

Corduroy
Decorative plaster by Polidori.Barbera design

Description

CORDUROY by Polidori.Barbera design is a pre-blended plaster made of water dispersible acrylic resin, micronized inert
charges, light stable pigments and specific additives. Recommended for the newest decoration of interior walls.

Method of
application

Begin by measuring out the wall. Mark out the areas on the wall to create the desired pattern.
Is advisable not to do large areas to avoid problems with drying times. Use the laser level to create lines across the wall to
define the areas, tape the lines around the areas with masking tape. Tape off any trim or adjoining walls not receiving plaster.
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Base coat
• after the wall preparation, apply a priming undercoat of VIEROQUARTZ thinned 1:1 in water in the same colour of
CORDUROY. The use of VIEROQUARTZ as a base coat gives an initial coloured covering and protection and facilitates the
application of the coating.
Steel trowel + Viero comb + brush
1. When VIEROQUARTZ is completely dry, apply a consistent layer about 3mm thick of CORDUROY with a small stainless steel
trowel all over the surface
2. then with the specific “comb” drag the plaster to create the corduroy texture. Use the ceiling or create a reference that
might help to drag the tool straight unless a wavy effect is desired
3. Remove tape around the area before the plaster starts drying. Never do areas next to each other, unless one is
completely dry. Alternate areas to treat in a way that you can complete the job in two stages. Do repairs if necessary.
4. Once all the areas are completed give sand lightly with a medium grade sand paper all over the surface, paying more
attention to joints and repairs.
5. Apply a second coat of CORDUROY diluted in a ratio of 2:1 with water with a bristle brush.
Consumption
rate

2,5-3,0 Kg/m²

Interiors /
Exteriors

Interiors

Warning

The colours shown are indicative only

